
The V-300 shows how quickly judgment decisions have to be made, and if they are 
not made immediately and quickly, lives can be lost. You can’t put a dollar value on 
that or being prepared enough for the surprises that could be around every corner. 

Jason Grunwald, Commander of the U.S. Marshal Service

This system is what we’re using to help our security forces members as well as other base agencies 
gain more situational awareness in combat situations, as well as law enforcement situations. 

Police Chief Joseph Bartorilla, Middletown Township Police

V-100®
Portable Simulator

The V-100® Portable is a one-screen 
comprehensive decision-making 

training solution that translates into 
real-world survival skills.
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Founded in 1993, VirTra serves military, elite security forces, federal agencies, 
MOD, MOI, and contractors in 40 countries.



V-100®
Portable Simulator
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SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

TRAINING CONTENT LIBRARY

• 12-foot Screen 
• Frame
• Legs

CASE 1 *

*For maximum portability, system can be used
  without the screen and projected directly onto a wall.

CASE 2

• Laptop
• Shot-tracking Camera
• Floor Projector
• Bluetooth Dongle
• Pre-Loomed Harness
• Cables

MULTIPLE RANGE ENVIRONMENTS
Choose from a variety of 

environments, weather, wind speeds, 
shooting positions and more.

Packs in two portable lightweight cases.  Ideal for traveling or systems that 
need to be moved frequently.

REAL WORLD BALLISTICS

Capable of replicating live fire and 
shooting distances up to 2,500m. 

Ballistics calculator is independently 
verified with .02 milliradians accuracy.

Multiple training points for 
objective-based learning.

COURSEWARE

DEBRIEF/AAR CAPABILITY

Identify events, shot sequence and 
hit/miss placements down to 
one-hundredths of a second.

BUILT BY EXPERTS

Built by VirTra SMEs and external 
industry experts with a combined 
300+ years of experience.

HIGH QUALITY

Scenarios are filmed in high fidelity  
including 4K and above with real actors 
for maximum training immersion.

VIDEO AUTHORING 

Equipped with video authoring 
abilities that allows the end user to 

create customized scenarios.

Includes: V-Marksmanship, Active 
Threat, Checkpoints, Patrol, 
High-Risk Entries and Skill Drills.


